Silvergate has developed its recycled content range to support plastic packaging producers who will be directly affected by the UK government\'s pending plastic packaging tax, which will come into effect in April 2022; according to an update published in March this year following a consultation period, the new tax will apply to plastic packaging manufactured in, or imported into, the UK that contains less than 30% recycled plastics.

Commenting on the technical criteria behind the creation of the new range, Silvergate\'s technical manager Mark Loughlin reveals that the company set out 'a strict objective' in order to ensure that it developed the best possible solution. 'We wanted to develop a prime performance solution so neither the properties of the masterbatch nor moulding polymer would be affected by the use of recycled raw materials', he says. The company therefore identified high-quality recyclates and developed 'a robust formulation' to make certain that the performance of the new masterbatch range matches that of virgin materials, he reports.

The reason for Silvergate developing a white masterbatch with virgin-like performance as the initial product in the 30% recycled content range was to ensure that the company could fulfil requests for commodity and batch orders, Loughlin explains. Silvergate was then able to expand quickly into other colours because 'customers have taken such an interest' in the new range, he adds. The company says it is able to incorporate recyclates successfully into the formulation of any colour the customer requests as it is not limited to 'specific colour collections'.

Silvergate has also recently launched a Natural Colour Collection featuring 'muted tones and heritage hues', which are reportedly 'on trend' with interior designers and online influencers at present. The colour palettes are designed to 'complement cool greys and classic whites' to give producers of homewares and other consumer products 'a convenient way to select colours', according to the company\'s sales executive and consumer goods specialist Emma Cank, who has been working closely with colour match technicians to develop the range. 'The idea of this collection is to offer a convenient way for processors to get new products to market quickly and easily', she says. Although it is a standard colour collection, it can be adapted as desired to suit individual needs, for example with a range of natural effects such as those that mimic the texture and appearance of paper and wood, or with glitter effects, Silvergate says. Specific shades can also be developed based on colours in the range. Earlier this year, the company also introduced a Spring colour collection comprising pastel and fresh hues.

'Whilst Silvergate is known for developing bespoke colours and working directly with customers in our onsite colour match studio, we are also aware that many customers need colour choices very quickly', comments Cank. In compiling the collections, the company says it has undertaken 'a lot of the investigative work' and can offer a practical way for time-stretched manufacturers to tint their products using a palette of popular colours.

Cank also reveals that orders for Silvergate\'s commodity masterbatches have soared due to the COVID-19 pandemic but says that the company remains 'very much focused on developing sustainable plastics'. The coronavirus crisis has seen Silvergate 'inundated with orders' from the medical device and equipment market, as well as from customers that manufacture packaging for cleaning, sanitizing and personal care products. The company reports that it has been 'operating around the clock' to support plastics manufacturers in these sectors. Silvergate comments that it was able to respond rapidly to the 'unexpected changes in the marketplace' wrought by the COVID-19 pandemic thanks to its 'lean manufacturing principles and efficient operating practices'. At the onset of the crisis, the company reconfigured its manufacturing facility to ensure the safety of its employees and moved its sales and administrative teams to homeworking.

**More information:** [www.silvergate.co.uk](http://www.silvergate.co.uk){#interrefs10}
